ERROR CODE MESSAGES FOR THE PROJECT CONTROL TABLE

CODE: P01                    MESSAGE: ADD/MATCH ERROR

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: A record already exists in the Project Control Table for the control key specified. Transactions with a function code of "A" (add) must not find a matching record.

CODE: P02                    MESSAGE: CHANGE/NO MATCH ERR

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: There is no previous entry in the Project Control Table for the control key specified. Transactions with a function code of "C" (change) must find a matching record.

CODE: P03                    MESSAGE: DELETE/NO MATCH ERR

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: There is no previous entry in the Project Control Table for the control key specified. Transactions with a function code of "D" (delete) must find a matching record.

CODE: P04                    MESSAGE: DELETE TRAN HAS DATA

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: Invalid data was coded in this Project Control Table maintenance delete transaction. Only the control key and function are allowed on a delete transaction.

CODE: P05                    MESSAGE: INVALID FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid function code has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "A," "C," "D," or "P."

CODE: P06                    MESSAGE: INVALID RECORD NO

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid record number has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. The record number must equal "1."

CODE: P07                    MESSAGE: DEPT NOT IN DO1

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department code used in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction must match a department code in the department (DO1) subtable.
CODE: P08  
MESSAGE: PROJ NOT IN D47

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The project code used in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction must match a project code in the project (D47) subtable.

CODE: P09  
MESSAGE: P PHASE NOT NUMERIC

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project phase has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 00-99.

CODE: P10  
MESSAGE: P TYPE NOT IN D44

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The project type required in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction must match a project type in the project type (D44) subtable.

CODE: P11  
MESSAGE: TITLE BLANK

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The title for this Project Control Table maintenance transaction cannot be blank.

CODE: P12  
MESSAGE: INVALID START DATE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project start date has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-12 for month, 01-31 for day, and 00-99 for year. The start date is optional.

CODE: P13  
MESSAGE: INVALID END DATE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project end date has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-12 for month, 01-31 for day, and 00-99 for year. The end date is optional.

CODE: P14  
MESSAGE: FED CAT NOT IN D49

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If coded, the federal catalog number used in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction must match a federal catalog number in the federal catalog (D49) subtable.
CODE: P15  
MESSAGE: FED AGY NOT IN D50

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If coded, the federal agency used in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction must match a federal agency in the federal agency (D50) subtable.

CODE: P16  
MESSAGE: USER DEPT NOT IN D01

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If coded, the user department code used in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction must match a user department code in the department (D01) subtable.

CODE: P17  
MESSAGE: LOC NOT IN D48

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If coded, the location code used in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction must match a location code in the location (D48) subtable.

CODE: P18  
MESSAGE: INVALID ACT/INACT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid active/inactive indicator has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. The only valid value is blank.

CODE: P19  
MESSAGE: INVALID PROJ END YR

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project end fiscal year has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 00-99 or blanks.

CODE: P20  
MESSAGE: INVALID SRC IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid source indicator has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "0" or "1."

CODE: P21  
MESSAGE: INVALID OBJ IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid object indicator has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "0," "1," or "2."
CODE: P22  MESSAGE: INVALID AL PROJ IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid allotment project indicator has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "Y" or blanks.

CODE: P23  MESSAGE: INVALID STOP DATE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid stop date has been entered in this Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-12 for month, 01-31 for day, and 00-99 for year. The stop date is optional.

CODE: P50  MESSAGE: UNAUTHORIZED DEPT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid department has been entered in this online Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Only department codes authorized for the user may be entered.

CODE: P51  MESSAGE: INVALID PROJ

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project has been entered in this online Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric. All zeroes or embedded blanks are not allowed.

CODE: P52  MESSAGE: INVALID PROJ TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project type has been entered in this online Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric.

CODE: P53  MESSAGE: INVALID DEPARTMENT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid department has been entered in this online Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphabetic for the first position and numeric or blank for the second position.

CODE: P54  MESSAGE: INVALID USER DEPT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid user department has been entered in this online Project Control Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphabetic for the first position and numeric or blank for the second position.
CODE: P55  MESSAGE: INVALID LOCATION

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid location has been entered in this online Project Control Table maintenance transaction. If coded, valid values are numeric.

CODE: P56  MESSAGE: INVALID FED AGENCY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid federal agency has been entered in this online Project Control Table maintenance transaction. If coded, valid values are alphanumeric. All zeroes or embedded blanks are not allowed.